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llewellyn hilleth thomas

October 21, 1903–April 20, 1992

By  john  david jackson

llewellyn hilleth thomas was born in london, england, 
on october 21, 1903. he died at age 88 in Raleigh, north 

carolina, on april 20, 1992. an accomplished theoretical 
physicist and applied mathematician with wide-ranging 
interests and a practical bent, thomas began his scientific 
career in the mid-1920s, just before the dawn of quantum 
mechanics. in a burst of creative energy in 1925-1926 while 
still a Ph.d. candidate, he made two major discoveries. the 
first was the famous “thomas factor of ½” that reconciled 
the magnitude of the atomic fine structure with the anoma-
lous Zeeman effect, the ½ being an unexpectedly large 
consequence of the “thomas precession” of a spin axis, 
 a general result of relativistic kinematics. his equations for 
the motion of spin in electromagnetic fields today provide 
the foundation for spin polarization studies in high-energy 
electron-positron colliders. the second discovery was the 
creation of a statistical model of the atom, now known as the 
thomas-fermi model, useful in describing average proper-
ties of heavy atoms and their response to external stimuli. 
all before he was 23.

in the 1930s while at ohio state University, thomas 
made a major contribution to accelerator physics with his 
invention of the isochronous, or radial-sector, cyclotron, 
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a precursor of the high-field isochronous cyclotrons currently 
used in proton beam therapy and nuclear physics. during 
the second world war and subsequently, he used his applied 
mathematics skills on ballistics and shock-wave dynamics 
at the U.s. army’s Ballistics Research laboratory and on 
magnetohydrodynamics in consultation at los alamos. a 
major shift in his career came in 19�6 when he moved to 
the newly created watson scientific computing laboratory 
at columbia University and soon had a joint appointment 
with the columbia Physics department. at the watson lab he 
had by all accounts a tremendous impact on both the devel-
opment of numerical methods and on the design principles 
and hardware for electronic computers. he is credited with 
the early invention of a magnetic core memory and of elec-
tromagnetic delay lines for data storage. in 1968 he retired 
from the watson lab and columbia to move to north caro-
lina state University, where he was University Professor until 
1976. he was elected to the national academy of sciences 
in 1958, shortly after becoming a U.s. citizen.

eaRly yeaRs

thomas, the oldest of five children, was born in london, 
of welsh stock; his father, charles james thomas, was a 
medical officer for health for london. among family and 
friends thomas was known as hilleth and later in life on 
occasion signed his name as l. hilleth thomas. he was home 
schooled until the age of seven, being taught reading, writing, 
arithmetic, elementary geometry, and history by his mother, 
winifred may (lewis) thomas. he then attended a private 
elementary school until age 11. a voracious reader, he recalls 
reading a popular account of Bohr’s atom at that time.1 

from age 11 to 18 he attended merchant taylor’s school in 
london on a scholarship. the curriculum reflected British 
private schools of the time (191�-1921): latin and Greek 
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with an hour of mathematics every day until he switched to 
the science curriculum after three and a half years. then 
he studied physics, chemistry, and mathematics, including 
j. j. thomson’s Elements of Electricity and Magnetism, jeans’s 
Mechanics, and osgood’s Calculus. he considered himself 
fortunate to have been taught how to write “a short english 
essay on almost any subject under the sun in a time of about 
an hour.”1 But in french and German he was taught just to 
read.

thomas matriculated from merchant taylor with london 
University’s examination in 1919 and its intermediate exami-
nation in 1921. he obtained a scholarship to trinity college, 
cambridge, by examination and began his studies there in 
1921, focusing on pure and applied mathematics. he attended 
lectures by charles G. darwin, john e. littlewood, Geoffrey 
i. taylor, Ralph h. fowler, arthur s. eddington, e. arthur 
milne, and joseph larmor, among others.2 he seemed to 
have moved effortlessly through trinity and the university, 
receiving a senior college scholarship in 1923 and an isaac 
newton studentship based on his performance in the math-
ematical tripos in 192�, graduating with a first-class honors 
B.a. in mathematics with distinction in applied mathematics. 
he then began research with fowler just as fowler went away 
for a year to niels Bohr’s institute in copenhagen. 

camBRidGe and coPenhaGen

the dawn of quantum mechanics had not yet broken. in 
his first graduate year thomas began a theoretical study of 
the passage of charged particles through matter, using work 
with the old quantum theory by hartree on Bohr orbits of 
electrons in heavy atoms. during the year he attended only a 
few lectures, notably ernest w. hobson’s valuable course on 
integral equations. he also completed a paper on adiabatic 
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invariants for an ensemble and won a smith’s prize for an 
essay based on that research.

at age 22 he went to Bohr’s institute on a traveling 
fellowship for the year 1925-1926. in copenhagen during 
that year, the air was electric with heisenberg, schrödinger, 
dirac, and others establishing the foundations of quantum 
mechanics. By his own admission thomas was “always slow 
in accepting new ideas and understood nothing of this for 
four or five years.”2,3

nevertheless, pursuing his own course, he made important 
discoveries justifiably associated with his name. in continuing 
his work on charged particles passing through matter, he 
sought a simpler way to describe the averaged screened 
electric potential of a heavy atom of atomic number Z. he 
created a statistical model of the atom, now known as the 
thomas-fermi-dirac model, that gave an electronic charge 
distribution and screened potential that scaled in size as  
Z-1/3. the model was discovered independently a year later by 
fermi, who focused on what it could say about the electronic 
shell structure of atoms, and later improved by dirac and 
others. it continues to have application in diverse fields.�,5

thomas’s other major accomplishment while in copen-
hagen concerned atomic spectra. in 1925 Pauli introduced 
the concept of a two-valued additional degree of freedom 
for the electron.  Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit identified Pauli’s 
degree of freedom as an intrinsic spin of the electron and 
analyzed both the anomalous Zeeman effect and the atom’s 
fine structure. they sent a copy of their paper to Bohr 
just before christmas 1925. Bohr and hendrik a. kramers 
doubted the Uhlenbeck-Goudsmit hypothesis because the 
intrinsic magnetic moment that was necessary to understand 
the anomalous Zeeman effect made the doublet splitting of 
the fine structure a factor of two larger than experiment. 
thomas suggested that the discrepancy might be caused 
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by the neglect of relativity. in his recollections about his 
discovery that resolved the dilemma, thomas recalls:

kramers who had known of the earlier work on the motion of the moon by 
de sitter said to me, “it would be a very small relativistic correction. you can 
work it out, i won’t.” over that weekend i looked at it. i had the advantage 
of having attended eddington’s lectures on relativity theory and i knew how 
to work the mathematics. i found that if you look at the change in the direc-
tion of the axis of the rotating electron, there should be a very considerable 
relativistic effect, in fact, a factor of two. i brought this idea back with a 
formula to kramers and Bohr just after that one christmas weekend. Bohr 
insisted that a letter be written to Nature [appearing in april 1926], which 
had this result in it.”6

the famous factor of two in the fine structure of atoms, 
often described as the thomas factor of ½, is a result of the 
thomas precession of the electron’s spin, but one conse-
quence of the non-commutativity of non-parallel lorentz 
transformations.7 later in 1926 thomas elaborated on the 
motion of a spinning electron in general electromagnetic 
fields in a masterful paper published in the Philosophical 
Magazine in january 1927. apart from its application to atomic 
physics, the paper lay largely forgotten for more than 30 
years.8 thomas’s equations have seen their most frequent 
application in the spin polarization effects in high-energy 
electron-positron storage rings and in (g-2) experiments on 
the muon.

thomas’s time in copenhagen was arguably the most 
productive of his career. his statistical model of the atom and 
his work on the relativistic precession and its effect on spin 
are the discoveries most strongly associated with his name. 
if we include the work of his first graduate year and work 
on the passage of charged particles through matter begun 
then but completed in copenhagen, he had seven research 
papers to his credit by the time he returned to cambridge in 
the fall of 1926 at age 23. he was elected a fellow of trinity 
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college in 1926 before receiving his Ph.d. degree in 1927 
and the customary m.a. a year later.9 in 1965 cambridge 
awarded him an honorary doctorate of science.

ohio state UniveRsity and aBeRdeen PRovinG GRoUnd

in 1929, with R. h. fowler’s recommendation, ohio 
state University offered thomas an assistant professorship 
of physics, which he accepted. he remained there, apart 
from wartime service, for 17 years, advancing through the 
ranks to full professor in 1936. the archival holdings in the 
library at north carolina state University show that at ohio 
state he taught a wide range of advanced courses in physics, 
astrophysics, and astronomy. his research ranged widely over 
atomic and nuclear physics, astrophysical applications of fluid 
dynamics, quantum theory of solids and complex molecules, 
design of cyclotrons, self-energies in quantum field theory, 
and mobilities of electrons and ions in gases, as well as applied 
mathematical topics such as numerical methods. the m.s. and 
Ph.d. thesis topics of his students ranged similarly.10 special 
mention should be made of his pioneering work (1930) on 
radiation hydrodynamics, especially radiative viscosity, relevant 
for stellar interiors and nuclear explosions. his paper on the 
three-nucleon problem and the structure of 3h is notable 
in that it is still cited today in a number of different fields. 
some of thomas’s 2� papers published between 1929 and 
19�2 were collaborations with students or colleagues such as 
willard h. Bennett, alfred landé, and harald h. nielsen. 
notable among his graduate students was leonard i. schiff, 
who received his m.s. degree in 193�.

Perhaps his most noteworthy research while at ohio state 
was the work on the isochronous, or variable-sector, cyclo-
tron in which the customary azimuthally symmetric magnetic 
field Bz(r) is replaced by Bz(r, j) with dependence in the 
azimuthal angle j periodic with period π/2. he showed 
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that with the main magnetic field increasing with radius 
and the relative magnitude of the azimuthal variation of 
the field of order v/c, the orbits are stable and isochronous 
up to order (v/c)3, thereby circumventing (to that order) 
the effect of the relativistic increase in momentum beyond 
the nonrelativistic p = mv. this discovery was an important 
breakthrough; it stimulated subsequent developments that 
led today to numerous isochronous radial-sector and spiral-
sector cyclotrons for nuclear physics and medical purposes 
with kinetic energies of the order of 50-500 mev.

from 19�3 to 19�5 thomas worked on ordnance science 
(ballistics and explosions) at the Ballistics Research labora-
tory of the aberdeen Proving Ground, aberdeen, maryland. 
colleagues included Gregory Breit, subrahmanyan chan-
drasekhar, edwin hubble, and joseph mayer. john l. von 
neumann and isador i. Rabi served on the laboratory’s advi-
sory board. while there thomas wrote a number of internal 
reports and one published paper on shock fronts. after the 
war he served as a member of the Ballistics Research labo-
ratory’s scientific advisory committee. he returned to ohio 
state University only for the 19�5-19�6 academic year.

watson scientific comPUtinG laBoRatoRy 

and colUmBia UniveRsity

the watson scientific computing laboratory at columbia 
University was founded in 19�5 with funding from interna-
tional Business machines corporation and wallace j. eckert, 
professor of astronomy, as director. Upon the recommen-
dation of Rabi and von neumann in 19�6 Rabi and eckert 
lured thomas from ohio state as the third scientist at the 
watson lab, with the job title of “technician” since none 
of the other iBm titles fit.11 shortly after his arrival, Rabi 
arranged a faculty appointment for thomas, although he 
was paid by iBm. he abandoned his slide rule and mental 
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arithmetic to work on the use of large computing machines 
for scientific research. in 19�6 eckert, Grosch, and thomas 
taught the first for-credit courses in computing; thomas 
lectured on numerical solutions of differential equations. 
Grosch remembers thomas as a brilliant but unworldly 
scientist whose dress and mannerisms were orthogonal to 
the buttoned-down iBm orthodoxy.11 Peter Price, an iBm 
colleague, described him as reserved but when engaged, 
of firmly held opinions and a warm sense of humor.12 he 
had a huge influence in physics, mathematics, and machine 
design at the watson lab. so much so that director eckert 
was prompted to write in a report on the laboratory’s activi-
ties, “Perhaps there should be a box on the organizational 
chart labeled l. h. thomas.”13

thomas conceived forms of the magnetic core memory 
in 19�6, two years before others, and made important contri-
butions to design principles and hardware, including an 
electromagnetic delay line for data storage.13 his personal 
research included relativistic particle dynamics, hydrody-
namic flow, and computation of statistical charge densities 
and X-ray scattering factors for the whole periodic table 
and several degrees of ionization. in the area of computers 
he published both internal reports and papers in the open 
literature on numerical methods, software, and hardware. he 
taught regularly in the Physics department, offering courses 
in general relativity, group theory and quantum mechanics, 
relativistic quantum theory, and magnetohydrodynamics. his 
vast knowledge of mathematical physics made him known in 
the Physics department as “the sage of 116th street” (the 
first home of the watson lab). he also supervised a number 
of graduate students to Ph.d. theses.1� 

in 195� he achieved some notoriety by proposing ingenious 
and inexpensive countermeasures against large potentially 
hostile satellites in a talk to the american Rocket society at 
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a time when wernher von Braun had a pet project for such 
a large but friendly satellite.15 according to his family this 
brought some unwelcome mccarthy-era inquiries about just 
what this alien scientist was doing at the watson lab. in any 
event he felt that his non-U.s. citizenship was an impediment 
to doing classified work for the government; he became a 
naturalized citizen in 1957. during his watson lab-columbia 
years thomas consulted for the Ballistics Research labora-
tory, the naval ordnance laboratory, and the sherwood 
Project of the atomic energy commission. he retired from 
the watson lab and columbia in 1968.

noRth caRolina state UniveRsity

Upon his retirement from columbia, thomas took up a 
visiting University Professorship of Physics and mathematics 
at north carolina state University, where he remained 
active in teaching and research. he continued his role as 
encyclopedic scholar, directing inquiring graduate students 
to references in the library on almost any subject. he super-
vised one m.a. student.16 he retired a second time in 1976. 
he is remembered in the Physics department as a profound 
stimulus to its intellectual life, a man of great intellect and 
erudition, and a quick wit. he and his wife added greatly to 
the department’s social life. since 1980 the Physics depart-
ment has honored his memory with an annual l. h. thomas 
lecture, presented by a succession of eminent scientists. he 
died in Raleigh, north carolina, on april 20, 1992, at the 
age of 88. 

honoRs, memBeRshiPs, family

while a student and postgraduate researcher at cambridge, 
llewellyn hilleth thomas held numerous awards, including 
the isaac newton studentship, the Rouse Ball travelling 
fellowship at copenhagen, an 1851 exhibition scholarship, 
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and a fellowship of trinity college. he was elected to the 
national academy of sciences in 1958. he was made an 
iBm fellow in 1963. he was awarded an honorary doctor 
of science degree by cambridge University in 1965. in 1982 
he was awarded the davisson-Germer Prize by the american 
Physical society, “for his early pioneering contributions to 
the theory of the spin-orbit interaction in atoms and to the 
statistical model of atoms.” 

he was a fellow of the american Physical society and 
american association for the advancement of science and 
a member of sigma Xi, British association for the advance-
ment of science, cambridge Philosophical society, and Royal 
astronomical society.

the family has a poignant story of what led to thomas’s 
marriage. naomi estelle frech was a graduate student in 
physics at ohio state in the fall of 1929 when thomas 
arrived as a young assistant professor. some time after that 
ms. frech suffered a terrible accident in the laboratory that 
injured one eye with flying glass. thomas then visited and 
read poetry to her in the hospital as she recovered. ms. frech 
received her m.a. in spectroscopy in 1932. she and thomas 
were married in 1933. in the next nine years they had four 
children: charles frederick, who died at age eight; james 
Rhys thomas, now (2009) living in Palm coast, florida; ann 
Rhonwen may (thomas) viele, now in westwood, new jersey; 
and margaret olwen (thomas) deangelis, now residing in 
mendham, new jersey. there are 13 grandchildren.

during thomas’s watson lab-columbia years, mrs. 
thomas taught physics and mathematics at the Packer colle-
giate institute in Brooklyn, new york. after her husband’s 
death, mrs. thomas donated his voluminous papers to the 
library of north carolina state University.17 she outlived her 
husband by almost 16 years. 
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i am grateful to the faculties and staffs of the physics departments as well as 
the libraries (through their online library catalogs) at ohio state, columbia, 
and north carolina state for providing valuable information on thomas 
and his students. i thank dimitri mihalas for stressing the historical impor-
tance of thomas’s work on radiation hydrodynamics. special thanks go to 
the thomas’s children for providing me with family facts, and to Professors 
jasper memory, michael Paesler, and Richard Patty of north carolina state 
for providing the frontispiece photograph, impressions of the thomases, 
and information crucial to finding the family.
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